A NEW POINT OF VIEW

EAST REPLACEMENT
CONTRACTOR SERIES WINDOWS
2000 & 5100 Contractor Series

OVERALL FEATURES

- 3-¼" frame depth for traditional pocket window installation. Flange and fin options available on double hung and sliding windows to meet a variety of installation options (flange, no fin or nail fin with J-channel)
- Hidden SilLock design with a sloped sill eliminates the need for weep holes, forces water to drain to the exterior of the window and keeps your windows dry, providing enhanced weather-tight performance
- 7/8" IGU glass systems with energy efficient Warm Edge (standard) or Warm Edge+ (optional upgrade) available in Low-E, HP or HPMax glass package options
- All product styles can be configured to meet ENERGY STAR® requirements in all states
- NEW The Energy Package Upgrade options include any glass package option with the addition of R-Core® insulation to the sash and frame for unsurpassed energy efficiency
- NFRC rated and certified

Color Options

EXTERIOR & INTERIOR COLOR OPTIONS

NEW! PAINTED EXTERIOR COLOR OPTIONS
WITH WHITE INTERIOR

- WHITE
- BEIGE
- BLACK EXT
- BRONZE EXT
- EVERGREEN EXT
- WHITE INT
- WHITE INT
- WHITE INT

Warm Edge Spacer reduces thermal transfer around the glass perimeter to interrupt the natural flow of heat to cold

NEW!
R-Core® insulated frame and sash available with Energy Package option
2000 Double Hung Window

**Features**

- Designed with equal sight line sash for traditional wood window appearance
- Both sash tilt in and are removable for easy and safe cleaning
- Integral interlock system provides protection against air infiltration and makes window more secure
- Double weatherstripped sash provides extra protection against dust, dirt and noise
- High DP performance option, featuring reinforced sash, ensures security and peace of mind in threatening weather
- Interior and exterior accessory grooves allows for a wide selection of installation options
- Locking pivot bar and shoe assembly in upper sash and jamb jacks at meeting rail help ensure a square installation and enhance energy efficiency
- Two ventilation limit latches standard, child safety latches optional
- Extruded aluminum half screen with fiberglass mesh standard; full screen optional

2000 Sliding Window

**Features**

- Convenient lift-out sash for easy cleaning
- Track and adjustable roller system for ease of operation
- Double-opposed weatherstrip on sash ensures smooth operation
- High DP performance option, featuring reinforced sash, ensures security and peace of mind in threatening weather
- One ventilation limit latch standard or child safety latch optional at bottom rail
- Interior and exterior accessory grooves allows for a wide selection of installation options
- Extruded aluminum half screen with fiberglass mesh

Images show metal reinforcement in a double hung configuration. Also available for a sliding window.
5100 Casement & Awning

FEATURES

- Interior and exterior accessory grooves allows for a wide selection of installation options
- Available right- or left-hand operating
- Sash opens 90° for ventilation and easy cleaning
- Single-handle multi-point locking system
- Awning windows can be combined / mulled / stacked with fixed casement picture windows
- Adjustable hinges
- Full screen with fiberglass mesh

Color-coordinated lock features a sleek low profile that won't interfere with window dressing
Color-coordinated crank handle
Split-arm gear operator on sizes up to 36” x 60”. Dual-arm gear operator on larger units

For more information, call 888-9PLYGEM or visit plygem.com/windows
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